Magill’s Literary Annual
“Magill’s is a valuable easy-to-use reference for any librarian,
literature teacher, or avid reader among us.”
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-ARBA
“Following an established organization and format, each of the 150 entries
(chosen from among thousands) provides reference information including
title, author, and time period, along with genre, short description, and
principle characters/personages blocked off at the head of each entry.
"Review Sources" that supplement each entry provide quick references to
other reviews of the same work. Book covers and short author biographies
accompany most entries, and there are three indexes at the end of the
second volume: Category (genre), Title (of work), and Author. Reviewers
are all scholar-practitioners who have chosen works of literature, both
fiction and nonfiction, that will be of substantial interest to a wider,
more popular audience… The length and quality of the annual reviews
serve to bring academic insight to assist the selection process of recent
literature—saving the time of the librarian and interested reader alike.
Taken as a full run (available online with purchase of the print),
readers find a continual thread of not only what is important each
year, but an historical appreciation of why each title has been
included.”
-ARBA
“Each essay is very carefully formatted to follow a specific layout. This
includes the typical author and title information, but also original
publication information, details for foreign works (e.g., original title,
language, translator), a subject as selected from a list of categories, and
information such as time, locale, and principal characters within the work.
Each essay covers not just the work itself, but also a brief discussion about
the author.
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The book begins with an annotated list of the reviewed books so readers can easily get a brief
snapshot of the book. Each essay, which is approximately four pages in length, concludes with
additional sources of information to facilitate additional research. The book concludes with
indexes for subject, title, and author to make navigation even easier…
These reviews, though, are thoughtful, detailed, and written with very high quality by
respected scholars. Such reviews are not necessarily available online, making this well
worth the cost and a valuable resource for academics, book lovers, or anyone interested in
recent literary publications.”
-ARBA
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